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This study estimates the potential benefits of continuous descents for more than 480,000
flights to 25 major airports in the National Airspace System. While reduced fuel
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions are expected for these procedures, the benefits
during periods of congestion are not well understood. To address this gap, baseline
trajectories were constructed from flight plan and track data for flights arriving at 8 busy
terminal areas. Two types of continuous descent trajectories were modeled. One enforced a
constant distance-to-fly constraint to simulate uncongested operations. The other enforced a
constant time-to-fly constraint to simulate congested operations. Potential fuel savings were
calculated for different continuous descent scenarios. Analysis of the distance-constrained
trajectories showed that fuel savings was distributed unevenly among the flights. The
estimated savings was less than 25 kg for over 45% of the flights, and less than 100 kg for
over 87% of the flights. The time-constrained trajectories showed 70-85% less potential
savings than the distance-constrained trajectories. Prioritization of the improvements
necessary to execute continuous descents during periods of congestion must rely upon
analysis of a sufficient sample of operations, representative of many days, aircraft types, and
traffic demand levels.

T

I. Introduction

HE Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) plan mandates the development of advanced air
traffic management technologies and procedures to accommodate safely, efficiently, and reliably a significant
increase in traffic demand in the already congested terminal environment.1 A concept of operations for NextGen
terminal airspace, referred to as Super-Density Operations, envisions the use of advanced ground and flight deck
automation, efficient RNAV/RNP routes, optimized vertical profiles, and delegated interval management to
maintain high airspace and airport utilization in all weather conditions.2 Lately, the costs associated with inefficient
flight paths, particularly vertical profiles, has increased because of the rising cost of fuel and the overall financial
weakness of the airline industry.
One method for increasing the vertical profile efficiency is a Continuous Descent Approach (CDA). CDAs are
arrival procedures in which the aircraft descends continuously from cruise to landing with engines at or near idle.
CDAs contrast against today’s typical “dive and drive” procedures in which aircraft fly powered constant-altitude
segments, referred to as level segments, at intermediate altitudes after their initial descent from cruise altitude.
Flying these level segments, which may be chosen on the basis of local traffic, schedule constraints, and weather,
generally increases fuel burn, greenhouse gas emissions, and noise pollution. For this reason, the CDA trajectory has
also been referred to as a “green trajectory.”
Operationally, two types of continuous descents have been implemented: Optimized Profile Descents (OPDs)
and Tailored Arrivals (TAs). OPDs are improved Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) which allow aircraft to
perform continuous descents until interrupted by air traffic controllers. OPDs are published, thus statically defined,
arrival procedures designed with altitude restrictions that accommodate a wide-variety of aircraft types across a
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range of expected weather conditions. OPDs have been used operationally in the United States at LAX 3, ATL4,
SDF5, as well as, LAS, MIA, PHX, and SAN. TAs are aircraft-specific, thus dynamically defined, 4-D trajectories
generated by advanced air traffic management automation that account for local traffic, schedule constraints,
weather, and the aircraft’s individual capabilities. TAs have been used operationally in the United States at SFO 6,
LAX, and MIA.
Although the potential benefits of continuous descents on an individual flight basis seem clear, the execution of
continuous descents has proven difficult during periods of traffic congestion. One challenge is that in order for a
continuous descent to be uninterrupted, traffic separation demands and airspace restrictions cannot be allowed to
interfere with the flight’s descent profile. Hence, these optimized descent profiles have been feasible only during
periods of low to moderate traffic demand.
Several studies have attempted to quantify the potential benefits of continuous descents through analyses of fuel
burn, greenhouse gas emissions and noise reduction using limited sample sizes (in terms of the number of flights,
and aircraft types studied).6-11 There have however, been fewer analogous studies for large samples of flights to
individual airports.12-14 Another approach has been to extrapolate a small number of flights to the entire NAS.15 The
major contribution of this study is the estimation of the potential benefits of continuous descents for a large sample
of flights representing many airports and aircraft types during both uncongested and congested periods of
operations. The results of these analyses are reported in terms of probability distributions and the variation of those
distributions for different airports, aircraft weight-classes, and operational scenarios. The paper is organized as
follows. Some previous work that estimated the potential benefits of continuous descents is reviewed in Sec. II. The
objectives of the current study, influenced by the scope and limitations of the previous work, are described in Sec.
III. In Sec. IV, the analysis methodology is described in detail. The results are presented in Sec. V. Their
implications, and relationship to previous findings are discussed in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII, conclusions are
made regarding the implementation of continuous descents in congested airspace.

II. Background
Originally, CDAs referred to a truly continuous idle thrust descent from cruise to touchdown. As a result of
operation at idle thrust, these optimal descent profiles are realizable only during periods of low traffic demand. In
this paper, the term, continuous descent, will refer more generally to any optimized vertical profile that has fewer or
no unnecessary powered level segments at intermediate altitudes.
Several studies have estimated the potential fuel savings of specific optimized arrival procedures using
sophisticated fuel flow models and actual flight test data for a specific, often limited, sampling of flights.
Coppenbarger, based upon the use of Boeing’s proprietary database and aircraft performance analysis software,
estimated the benefits of two Oceanic TA trajectories for varying levels of traffic demand at SFO.6 Similarly, Tong
estimated the benefits of a new arrival procedure for dual runway operations at IAH.7 Others have analyzed actual
flight test data from operational trials. Wat used flight recorder data to estimate the benefits of more than 150
continuous descent operations at Schipol Airport (EHAM).8 Similarly, Clarke used flight recorder data to estimate
the benefits of more than 120 continuous descent operations at SDF.5 Reynolds used flight recorder data to separate
the path, vertical and speed inefficiencies of current operations using approximately 1800 European Airbus A320
flights.9 Reynolds’ analysis allows changes to operational procedures to target the most critical sources of
inefficiency.
All of the studies cited in the previous paragraph share a number of limitations. One is small sample size namely,
the number of flights, the mix of aircraft types and the traffic demand levels. Another is the predominant focus on
heavy aircraft, whose potential fuel savings are substantially higher per aircraft than for other aircraft types. Yet
another limitation is that the operational trials of advanced arrival procedures were restricted to periods of low to
moderate traffic demand when aircraft interactions were less likely. Among these studies, only Reynolds’ work
distinguished between the sources of the fuel savings specific to the improved operational procedures, such as
shorter horizontal routes, optimized speed profiles, and optimized vertical profiles.
Assessments of potential fuel savings of continuous descents using simpler fuel flow models and today’s traffic
for individual airports have appeared in the literature. Sprong used EUROCONTROL’s Base of Aircraft Data
(BADA)10 aircraft performance model to estimate the benefits of 10 AIRE demonstration flights at MIA using 16
days of traffic and 11 AIRE demonstration flights at ATL using 6 days of traffic.11 Dinges used BADA to estimate
the fuel savings of continuous descents using four days of LAX traffic.12 More recently, Shresta used BADA to
estimate the fuel savings of full and partial continuous descents in the presence of airspace constraints using an
unspecified number of days of DEN traffic.13 Compared to the previously mentioned studies, these studies have
larger sample sizes and more realistic mixes of aircraft types. As a result, their predicted benefits are substantially
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less on average per aircraft. The technical approach taken in these studies has allowed isolation of the benefits of
improved vertical profiles from other sources of fuel savings. However, each study was associated with a single
airport, and the number of days of traffic was small.
Finally, a number of studies have estimated the potential fuel savings of continuous descents for the entire NAS.
Melby used BADA to estimate the NAS-wide fuel savings of continuous descents using one day of traffic at the
OEP 35 airports.14 Similarly, Alcabin used an unspecified model to estimate the NAS-wide fuel savings of both
continuous climbs and descents by extrapolating only 81 ORD flights and 61 DEN flights to the OEP 35 airports.15
These studies were aimed at quantifying the potential NAS-wide benefits of continuous descent operations.
However, these studies, like earlier ones conducted for individual airports, analyzed a small number of days for their
constituent airports, and made no attempt to translate the results to other airport and runway configurations, traffic
demand levels, or delay conditions.

III. Motivation
The principal goal that led to this study is to determine an operational concept for efficient descent procedures in
congested airspace. This objective is pursued by:
• estimating the benefits of continuous descents for current and future traffic demand and airborne delay
levels (i.e., How do the benefits scale in tomorrow’s presumed more congested airspace?) and,
• investigating prioritization of airspace, procedure, and technology changes needed to achieve use of
continuous descents during all traffic conditions (i.e., How widely and frequently should continuous
descent procedures be used?).
Numerous studies provide operational concepts for the execution of continuous descents in the NAS. Although,
it may seem that an ultimate goal for the arrival phase of flight is “continuous descents from cruise to touchdown all
of the time for all flights,” the costs and benefits of such operations have not been fully explored. Continuous
descents, by their very nature, have tangible economic and environmental benefits, but the infrastructure and
technologies needed to achieve these benefits depend upon the specific operational concept, and the associated costs
can be substantial. Previous studies do not aggregate and report the benefits of continuous descents in a manner that
helps prioritize the airspace and procedures that should be improved or the technologies that should be developed.
Furthermore, it is believed that the majority of potential fuel savings for continuous descents is associated with
level segments in terminal airspace. While execution of level segments at lower altitudes will generally have the
greatest potential fuel penalty, the technology needed to eliminate them will also generally be the most complex, and
therefore costly. A systematic analysis of possible continuous descent scenarios using traffic samples covering a
large number of operational conditions to different airports is needed to support informed investment decisionmaking.
Fuel savings are often reported as the absolute weight of fuel saved with no baseline for comparison, such as the
total fuel consumption. Typically, benefits are described in terms of average fuel savings per flight or total fuel
savings for all flights. This is appropriate when benefits are distributed among the flights evenly. However, when
benefits for some subsets of flights are significantly greater than for others, the large standard deviation of the entire
sample makes the mean uninformative. Therefore, greater details should be reported in the results than simply
general statistics.
Lastly, previous studies have assumed that advanced scheduling capabilities will allow flights to be scheduled
before, even well before, their initial top-of-descent. Ideally, flights could then use minor speed corrections to
absorb any additional delay needed past top-of-descent. For this condition, the distance-to-fly of the route is
essentially fixed, and the scenario can be formulated as a maximum range problem (i.e., minimize fuel burn per
distance). However, consideration needs to be given to a scenario where flights must absorb delay in the form of
level segments past their initial top-of-descent, such as during periods of high traffic demand. For this condition,
time along the route is essentially fixed, and the scenario should be reformulated as a maximum endurance problem
(i.e., minimize fuel burn per time).
Motivated by the research questions stated above and the scope of the previous research, our analysis
methodology is designed to explore the potential benefits of continuous descents for various aircraft types and
airports, subject to varying levels of traffic demands. We present the results of our study such that the inefficiencies
of the current procedures at various altitudes for different airports can be compared. In addition, we estimate the
amount of potential fuel savings for the cases in which delay needs to be absorbed in the form of level segments.
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IV. Analysis Methodology
This research estimates the potential fuel savings of continuous descents for more than 480,000 flights. Arrival
flights to multiple airports in multiple TRACONs were analyzed in order to encompass congested metroplex
environments, like New York, as well as super-hub environments, like Atlanta. The traffic analysis was performed
using NASA’s Center/TRACON Automation System infrastructure in conjunction with ARTCC and TRACON
flight plan and track data.16 The Aviation Systems Division at NASA Ames Research Center has 24 hour-a-day, 7
day-a-week access to the following data:
• flight plan and track data for all 20 ARTCCs, as well as 27 TRACONs in the NAS,
• NOAA Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) weather forecasts, and
• NWS Meteorological Aviation Reports (METAR).
Fuel flow analyses were performed using BADA and several Aircraft Operating Manuals. The results were
imported into an SQL data warehouse in order to investigate the macroscopic factors that strongly affect vertical
flight path efficiency. The potential fuel savings were aggregated by airport, arrival procedure, landing runway,
aircraft weight-class, and traffic demand level. More than 2000 CPU hours were spent processing the raw data on
high-performance Apple™ computers. The volume of the resulting data warehouse exceeded 1 terabyte of raw,
processed, and database-resident data.
A. Scope of Study
The vertical flight paths were analyzed for arrival flights into 8 TRACONs in the NAS, including all seven socalled Large, or Consolidated, TRACONs. The seven Large Level 12 TRACONs are Atlanta TRACON (A80),
Chicago TRACON (C90), Dallas/Fort Worth TRACON (D10), New York TRACON (N90), Northern California
TRACON (NCT), Potomac TRACON (PCT), and Southern California TRACON (SCT). The vertical flight paths
for arrival flights into Denver TRACON (D01) were included for comparison to Ref. 13. Arrival flights to these
eight TRACONs’ OEP 3517 airports, as well as to their major satellite airports, were analyzed. Table 1 summarizes
the traffic statistics for these facilities.
Table 1. Summary of TRACONs and airports that were studied.
ID

2009 Ops
Count1

2009 Ops
Rank1

OEP 35
Airports

Satellite
Airports

Atlanta

A80

1,275,000

5

ATL

-

Chicago

C90

1,186,000

6

ORD MDW

-

Dallas/
Fort Worth

D10

1,066,000

7

DFW

DAL

Denver

D01

853,000

10

DEN

HPN TEB
OAK SJC
SMF

Name

New York

N90

1,831,000

2

EWR JFK
LGA

Northern
California

NCT

1,446,000

4

SFO

Potomac

PCT

1,490,000

3

BWI DCA
IAD

RIC

LAX SAN

BUR LGB
ONT SNA

Southern
California
1

SCT

1,972,000

1

Source: FAA Administrator's Fact Book, March 2010

Table 1. Summary of TRACONs and airports that were studied

For each TRACON, arrival flights were analyzed for between thirty and sixty 24-hour traffic samples. These
daily traffic samples were distributed between February 2010 and early May 2010. The traffic samples covered the
Feb. 2010
Mar.
2010 time)Apr.
2010
Estimated
entire day starting at 0800Z (between 0100
and 0400
local
on2010
the day May
of interest
and
ending at 0800Z on the
Share of
Name
ID
Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Days
Days
Days
Days by these 2010
next day. Table 2 summarizes the days
and the
number
of
operations
captured
traffic
Ops1samples. The traffic
Ops
Ops
Ops
Ops
samples chosen for analysis were required to have uninterrupted ARTCC and TRACON track data during the
Atlanta
A80
3
3,347
11
15,520
13
18,147
5
6,456
9%
busiest period of the day, specifically between 0600 local time and 2200 local time. Uninterrupted data was
available for all hours ofChicago
most days.
C90
13
17,733
13
19,613
17
26,420
5
7,649
13%
The proportions of flights
by weight-class18 were 81% large, 8% heavy, 7% Boeing 757, and 5% small, plus
Dallas/
D10
19
19,467
16
19,449
21
23,328
16%
Ft. Worth
fewer than 150 individual
super-heavy
flights.
Regional,
business
and
micro4 jets4,522
constituted
more than 35% of the
jet traffic. The proportions
of flights
by
6% turboprops,
and10%
1% pistons. The traffic
Denver
D01
4 engine
3,312 type
14 were
12,42993%
15 jets,
14,309
0
0
New York

N90

14

22,814

17

32,296

23

42,964

5

10,592

4
NCT
16
15,498
21
21,351
8
7,251
4
3,997
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Northern
California
Potomac

PCT

2

1,880

10

12,262

20

22,733

4

Southern
California

SCT

10

14,951

19

27,913

17

25,409

6

1

4,059
8,985

Source: www.airnav.com, June 2010.

Table 2. Summary of 24-hour daily traffic samples that were studied
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Table 2. Summary of 24-hour daily traffic samples that were studied.
Feb. 2010
Name

ID

Days

Arrival
Ops

Mar. 2010
Days

Arrival
Ops

Apr. 2010

May 2010

Days

Arrival
Ops

Days

Arrival
Ops

Estimated
Share of
2010 Ops1

Atlanta

A80

3

3,347

11

15,520

13

18,147

5

6,456

9%

Chicago

C90

13

17,733

13

19,613

17

26,420

5

7,649

13%

Dallas/
Ft. Worth

D10

19

19,467

16

19,449

21

23,328

4

4,522

16%

Denver

D01

4

3,312

14

12,429

15

14,309

0

0

10%

New York

N90

14

22,814

17

32,296

23

42,964

5

10,592

14%

Northern
California

NCT

16

15,498

21

21,351

8

7,251

4

3,997

10%

Potomac

PCT

2

1,880

10

12,262

20

22,733

4

4,059

8%

Southern
California

SCT

10

14,951

19

27,913

17

25,409

6

1

8,985

12%

Source: www.airnav.com, June 2010.

Table 2. Summary of 24-hour daily traffic samples that were studied

samples span approximately one-quarter of the 2010 calendar year and more than 15% of the expected 2010 arrival
operations to the 23 airports listed in Table 1.
These traffic samples were not explicitly chosen to represent all possible airspace and airport configurations or
weather conditions. A summary examination of the airport configurations in use during each traffic sample suggests
that many of the most common airport configurations, if not all of them, are included in the analysis. A subsequent
and more complete accounting of the airport configurations is desired, since less-common airport configurations
may exhibit larger inefficiencies caused by their low frequency of occurrence.
B. Analysis Using Flight Plan And Radar Tracks
Analysis of the potential fuel savings for continuous descents followed these steps: characterization of the
operational scenario (i.e., landing runway, landing time, flight distance, etc.), identification of level segments, and
calculation of potential fuel savings associated with moving level segments to higher altitudes. The remainder of this
section will discuss these steps in detail.
1. Landing Runway Determination
Each flight’s landing runway was determined using simple geometric heuristics. An imaginary rectangular
bounding box was constructed along the runway’s final approach course. Longitudinally, it extended 10 nmi from
the runway threshold. Laterally, it extended 0.25 nmi away from the runway centerline or bisected the centerlines of
parallel runways. An aircraft was assigned to a particular runway if its three most recent track positions were inside
the bounding box, its course was within 1 degree of the runway’s localizer, its turn rate was less than 0.5 degrees per
second, and it was not more than 500 feet above the runway’s glide slope. In order to achieve reliable runway
determination results and to align the track positions with the appropriate physical landmarks, the numerical
precision of the latitude and longitude coordinates of each TRACON’s radar sensors needed to be 0.5 arc-seconds,
and the numeric precision of their magnetic variances needed to be 0.1 degrees.
Visual inspection of all traffic samples showed that the simple geometric heuristic correctly identified more than
99.5% of the landing runways. Each day, most airports had fewer than 10 flights that were assigned an incorrect
landing runway or were not assigned a runway. The simple geometric heuristics did not perform well for two
airports, DCA and LGA. These airports’ curved visual approaches and occasional circle-to-land operations made the
simple geometric heuristics insufficient, and caused the number of flights without a correct landing runway to
exceed 20%. These airports are excluded from those analyses that require accurate landing runway information.
Figure 1 shows flights arriving to ATL, DFW, ORD, and SFO on May 4, 2010. Each flight is color-coded by its
landing runway. The track position accuracy was sufficient to identify the separate traffic flows to even the most
closely-spaced parallel runways.
2. Runway Threshold Crossing Time Determination
The flight’s landing runway and runway threshold crossing time were used to calculate the airport and runway
arrival rates. Each flight’s runway threshold crossing time was calculated by interpolating between two track
positions that straddled the runway threshold or by extrapolating the flight’s last track position to the runway
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If flight is

0-100 feet
below

flight level

constant at

any altitude

within 100
feet of
within 100
feet of

for longer
than

flight level
any altitude

15
seconds
30
seconds
40
seconds
50
seconds

then, flight
is level at
that

flight
level
altitude
flight
level
altitude

Table 3. Heuristics for identification of level segments (rules read left to right)

1. Example of ATL, DFW, ORD and SFO arrivals color-coded by landing runway
Figure Figure
1. Examples
of ATL, DFW, ORD and SFO arrivals color-coded
by landing runway for May 4, 2010.

threshold at constant ground speed. A limited comparison of DFW ASDE-X19 airport surveillance radar data (1
second update period) to D10 ARTS20 radar data (4.8 second update period) found that the error in the predicted
runway threshold crossing time was less than five seconds. Analysis of all traffic samples showed that, with the
exception of DCA and LGA for the reasons described above, runway threshold crossing times were predicted for
more than 99% of the arrival flights.
3. Identification of Level Segments
For each flight’s track history, a piecewise linear vertical profile, consisting of ascent, descent and level
segments, was computed. The level segments in each flight’s vertical profile were determined using the set of
pattern-matching heuristics shown in Table 3. The level segments were considered to start and end at the first and
last track positions that satisfied the heuristics. The ascent and descent segments were a natural byproduct of
connecting the endpoints of the level segments. The heuristics were purposely designed to find level segments at
standard flight levels (e.g., 5000 feet MSL) more easily than level segments at non-standard altitudes (e.g., 5300 feet
MSL).
Table 3. Pattern-matching heuristics used for the identification of level
segments from track data. The rules are read from left to right.
0-100 feet
above
0-100 feet
below
If flight is

constant at
within 100
feet of
within 100
feet of

flight level
flight level
any altitude
flight level
any altitude

for longer
than

15
seconds
15
seconds
30
seconds
40
seconds
50
seconds

then, flight
is level at
that

flight
level
flight
level
altitude
flight
level
altitude

Table 3. Heuristics for identification of level segments (rules read left to right)

Visual inspection of five daily traffic samples of SCT arrival flights showed that the pattern matching heuristics
correctly identified all of the visually recognizable level segments. The coarse 100-foot resolution of the Mode C
altitude reports combined with the 4.8-second update period of the ARTS radar made it difficult to recognize level
segments whose durations are less than 15 seconds. Figure 2 shows the vertical profile of a flight whose level and
descent segments have been identified.
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Figure 2. Example
of vertical profile decomposition for a flight having
Figure 2. Example showing decomposition of vertical profile
three intermediate level segments.
4. Calculation of Level Segment Fuel and Flight Time Savings
BADA was used to estimate the fuel and flight time savings associated with replacing particular level segments
at lower altitudes by level segments at higher altitudes. Only the level segments were analyzed, since the fuel
consumption and duration of a series of interrupted descent segments was assumed to be similar to that of a single
continuous descent segment. Each flight’s baseline trajectory was used to calculate two new theoretical trajectories:
one constrained by distance-to-fly and one constrained by time-to-fly. The calculations of the flight’s potential fuel
savings and flight time reduction, subject to these constraints, are described below.
Distance-Constrained Trajectory: The distance-to-fly of the trajectory is prescribed, whereas the time-to-fly is
allowed to vary. BADA’s nominal aircraft type-specific cruise speed profiles, rather than the observed speeds, were
used to calculate the fuel flow rate of the level segments. This approach ensured that statistically similar speeds were
used at all altitudes. This scenario corresponds to a fixed distance-to-fly matching the baseline trajectory’s
horizontal path. It is representative of low to moderate traffic demand when the time-to-fly is not constrained by
traffic metering or separation. It is also assumed to represent the upper bound of expected fuel and flight time
savings. Equations (1) and (2) describe the fuel savings and flight time decrease associated with moving all level
segments to a higher altitude, respectively.
N

1
1
−
)
VTAS (hi ) VTAS (hʹ′i )

(1)

FF (hi ) FF (hʹ′i )
−
)
VTAS (hi ) VTAS (hʹ′i )

(2)

ΔTTF = ∑ d i ⋅ (
i=0
N

ΔFC = ∑ d i ⋅ (
i=0

where,

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

€
ΔTTF is the time-to-fly change associated with moving all level segments,
ΔFC is the fuel consumption change associated with moving all level segments,
d i is the original length of€the i’th level segment,
hi is the original altitude of the i’th level segment,
hʹ′i is the new altitude of the i’th level segment,
VTAS (h) is the nominal cruise speed of the i’th level segment at a particular altitude, and
FF (h) is the cruise fuel flow rate of the i’th level segment at a particular altitude.

Figure 3 illustrates the notional distance-constrained translation of a particular level segment to one at higher
altitude and faster speed. The length of each level segment remains unchanged in the translation (Fig. 3a), so the
durations of the level segments, and thus the time-to-fly of the overall route, are decreased (Fig. 3b).
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TAS
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N

ΔDTF = ∑ t ⋅ (V

(hʹ′ ) − VTAS (hi ))

ΔFC = ∑ t i ⋅ (FF (hi ) − FF (hʹ′i ))

(3)
(4)

i=0

where,

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

€
ΔDTF is the distance-to-fly change associated with moving all level segments,
ΔFC is the fuel consumption change associated with moving all level segments,
€ segment,
d i is the length of the i’th level
t i is the duration of the i’th level segment,
hi is the original altitude of the i’th level segment,
hʹ′i is the new altitude of the i’th level segment,
VTAS (h) is the nominal holding speed of the i’th level segment at a particular altitude, and
FF (h) is the cruise fuel flow rate of the i’th level segment at a particular altitude.

Figure 4 illustrates the notional time-constrained translation of a particular level segment to one at a higher altitude
and faster speed. The duration of each level segment remains unchanged in the translation (Fig. 4b), so the lengths
of the level segments, and thus the distance-to-fly of the overall route, are increased (Fig. 4a). This model of the
time constrained is deliberately pessimistic, since it does not use descent speed changes to achieve the required
delay.
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5. Aggregation
of Level Segment Fuel and Time Savings
25000
The individual fuel savings and flight time savings values for each level segment were combined for different
20000
concepts of full andBaseline
partial continuous descents. Four key altitudes were defined as the possible boundaries between
traditional15000
descentTrajectory
procedures and continuous descent procedures. These altitudes were the flight’s final cruise
10000 by flight), a nominal en route high sector to low sector transition altitude (FL240), a nominal
altitude (varied
TRACON 5000
ceiling (17,000 feet MSL), and a nominal arrival metering fix altitude (11,000 feet MSL). Two scenarios
were examined
for each altitude: a full continuous descent scenario that allowed all level segments below the key
0
altitude to be moved
final
altitude
0
5to the
10 flight’s
15
20 cruise
25
30
35and a partial continuous descent scenario that allowed all
level segments below the key Flight
altitude
tomin
only be moved to that altitude and no higher. The resulting seven scenarios
Time,
can be compared
to determine the relative fuel savings of continuous descents during various stages of the descent
Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Illustration of time-constrained trajectories of baseline
trajectory to continuous descent trajectory
profile.
C. Adjusted Fuel Flow Model
Previous research can be divided into two categories: studies with smaller sample sizes and higher fidelity fuel
flow models, and studies with larger sample sizes and lower fidelity fuel flow models. The use of higher fidelity fuel
flow models is hindered for large sample sizes by the lack of precise intent information, especially the speed profile
and winds aloft. Another disadvantage of these models is that they are often difficult to integrate into large-scale
analyses, and are subject to Intellectual Property and Company Proprietary Data restrictions. This study made three
adjustments to the BADA (version 3.7.2) fuel flow model. These adjustments were intended not to develop a precise
fuel flow model but to correct several gross errors, and to show the sensitivity of potential fuel savings to the fuel
flow model itself. These adjustments included the following:
• compensation for the under-prediction of cruise fuel flow rate with respect to aircraft operating manuals,
• reduction of the nominal airspeed to match typical speed profiles in congested terminal airspace, and
• compensation for aircraft configurations using flaps at lower altitudes and slower airspeeds.
The magnitudes of these adjustments varied with the altitude of the level segment and aircraft type.
1. Adjustment of the BADA Cruise Fuel Flow Rates at Various Altitudes
A comparison of the fuel flow predicted by BADA and the fuel flow values listed in the aircraft operating
manuals of several Boeing and Airbus commercial jet aircraft was made in order to quantify the accuracy of the
BADA model. Figure 5 shows the difference between the BADA predictions and the published manufacturer values.
The data are shown for six different aircraft types in the FLAPS UP configuration at their recommended holding
speeds at each altitude. At typical en route altitudes (above FL240), the fuel flow rates predicted by BADA are
within 5% of the published manufacturer values. This is consistent with earlier work that found the mean fuel
consumption error in cruise to be less than 5%.21 However, at terminal altitudes (below 11,000 feet MSL), the
BADA fuel flow estimates are under-predicted by 15-25% when compared to the manufacturer’s data. Recently,
Senzig reported that comparisons of BADA fuel flow estimates and the airline’s reported fuel consumption during a
climb to 3000 feet above field elevation (AFE) have a mean under-prediction error of 22%.22 One possible source of
this error is the reduction of engine efficiency at lower altitudes and slower true airspeeds; this reduction is not
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modeled by BADA. In order to correct this modeling error, the fuel flow predicted by BADA was multiplied by a
coefficient that varies linearly from 125% at sea level to 100% at FL350. This form for the coefficient was chosen
for two reasons. First, the rate of change of the under-prediction error with altitude was similar for the common
types of jet aircraft. Second, the coefficient’s magnitude was similar to the Boeing 737-400, and Roach showed that
the aggregate fuel burn profiles of today’s operations to busy airports are reasonably well modeled by a Boeing 737class aircraft.23
30
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Figure
Comparison of BADA
flow predictions
with Boeing
and Airbus aircraft
manuals (FLAPS UP at recommended holding speeds)
values from the aircraft
operating manuals of several Boeing and Airbus
aircraft 500
(FLAPS UP configurations at recommended holding speeds).
450

Median of
Modeled Speeds

True Airspeed, kn

75th Percentile
2. Adjustment of the BADA Cruise Airspeed
Profileofin Terminal Airspace
Speeds
Due to lack of access to400information Observed
on the aircrafts’
true airspeed and for modeling simplicity, the median
ground speed was assumed to be a proxy for the median true airspeed. This approximation is reasonable given the
350
large number of flights across
a wide geographic and temporal range. Figure 6 shows the juxtaposition of the median
nominal cruise speed profile assumed
by BADA and ground speeds observed for all level segments. The blue and
Model Speed
300
dark red lines show the nominal cruise
speed profile and the median ground speeds observed for all level segments
Adjustment
(approximately 1,400,000 level
segments
and more than 480,000 flights), respectively. The light red lines show the
250
25th percentile (slower) and 75th percentile (faster) ground speeds
observed for these level segments. The large
25th Percentile of
variance is caused by the200
combination of unmodeled
winds
aloft,
variation
of pilot behavior and aircraft
Observed
Speeds
Median of
Observed Speeds
performance, unaccounted for controller commanded
speeds, and the inherent inaccuracy of the track data.
150
Conversion of the observed ground speeds to their corresponding true airspeed values using RUC weather forecasts
did not show markedly reduced
variance. At terminal altitudes (below 5000 feet AFE), the nominal cruise speed
100
profile diverges from the median0 ground speed
level segments.
to account
for this speed inaccuracy,
5000 of the10000
15000 In order
20000
25000
the BADA cruise speed profile was multiplied by a coefficient
that varied
linearly from 65% at 0 feet AFE to 100%
Pressure Altitude,
ft
at 4000 feet AFE. The black
line shows the adjusted cruise speed profile. This adjusted speed was used in Eqs. (1)
Figure 6. Comparison of BADA nominal cruise airspeed profiles and observed airspeeds on level
through (4). Only the low altitude portion of the cruise
speed profile was adjusted. Specifically, the low altitude
segments
portion of the cruise speed profile was adjusted to be statistically similar to the remainder of the profile, i.e., it is
near the 75th percentile bound rather than near the median. It is noted that the correlation of landing direction and
wind direction would naturally imply that the observed ground speeds should be less than the cruise speed profile
along the final approach course.
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6. Comparison of BADA nominal cruise speed profiles and
Figure 6. Comparison of BADA nominal cruise airspeed profiles and observed airspeeds on level
observed ground speeds on level segments
segments.
3. Adjustment of the BADA Fuel Flow Estimates for Flaps
The use of high-lift devices (i.e., flaps) can dramatically increase the fuel flow rate for aircraft at low altitudes
and speeds. For this study, three aircraft configurations were modeled: FLAPS UP, FLAPS 1°, and FLAPS 5°. The
assumed minimum maneuvering speeds were chosen as follows:
• Heavy jets: 200 KIAS in the FLAPS UP configuration and 180 KIAS in the FLAPS 1 configuration
• Large jets: 190 KIAS in the FLAPS UP configuration and 170 KIAS in the FLAPS 1 configuration
Figure 7 shows the fraction of level segments whose observed ground speeds are slower than the aircraft’s
prescribed minimum maneuvering speeds for FLAPS UP, FLAPS 1 and FLAPS 5 aircraft configurations. The fuel
flow penalties prescribed to the FLAPS 1 and FLAPS 5 configurations were 15 and 35%, respectively. These
numbers were derived from the aircraft operating manuals of several Boeing and Airbus commercial jet aircraft. A
Boeing 747-400 FAA-certified Level D simulator24, operated by the Crew-Vehicle Systems Research Facility at
NASA Ames Research Center, was used to independently validate these fuel flow penalties for a series of indicated
airspeed values at terminal altitudes. The probability distributions of the observed ground speeds of level segments
at each particular altitude and the fuel flow penalties of each aircraft configuration were used to derive an aggregate
fuel flow penalty for all level segments as a function of their altitude. The fuel flow was multiplied by a coefficient
that varied linearly from 140% at 0 feet AFE to 100% at 5000 feet AFE. Qualitatively, this adjustment corresponds
to the assumption that one-quarter of the flights would be in a FLAPS 1 or FLAPS 5 configuration at 4000 feet AFE,
two-thirds of the flights would be in those configurations at 3000 feet AFE, and nearly all of the flights would be in
them below 3000 feet AFE. Even higher penalties for low altitude flight can arise from specific company procedures
mandating the use of flaps at specific spatial locations along the approach path. An example of such a procedure is
“Pilot Flying will call ‘FLAPS 1, SPEED’ not later than 7NM prior to the final approach fix on a straight in
approach”.25
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The Boeing 737-800 is a modern single-aisle, narrow-body, twin-engine jet aircraft, and it is representative of a
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large share of today’s operations
in congested airspace. Figure 8 shows the fuel flow predicted by BADA for a
9
Boeing 737-800 (59,800 kg, ISA,
FLAPS UP) using the adjustments to the fuel flow rate and cruise airspeed profile
8
described in the previous sections.
Figures 8a and 8b show the fuel flow rate per unit distance and fuel flow rate per
7
unit time, respectively. The original
BADA values are shown in blue; the adjusted BADA values are shown in red.
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5. Importance of maximum range versus maximum endurance
As described earlier, the fuel flow per unit time should be minimized when time constraints exist. Figure 8b
shows that fuel flow per unit time has less variation with altitude than fuel flow per unit distance does, for nominal
cruise airspeed profiles. However, the aircraft’s nominal holding speed, rather than its nominal cruise speed, is a
more appropriate representation of the actual speed flown when time, rather than distance, is constrained. Nominal
cruise speeds are usually slightly faster than the aircraft’s maximum range speed (i.e., fuel flow per unit distance
could be decreased by flying
slower). Therefore, they are also significantly faster than the aircraft’s maximum
4000
endurance speed (i.e., fuel flow per unit time
could
be decreased
flying even slower). Ultimately, the efficiency
BADA
prediction
with by
adjustments
of absorbing delay at higher3500
altitudes, when it must be absorbed in the form of level segments, is bounded by the
variation of the aircraft’s maximum endurance speed with altitude. The recommended holding speeds for
3000
commercial jet aircraft are slightly faster than their maximum endurance speeds in order to provide adequate
maneuver margin, ensure passenger
comfort, and minimize throttle activity. The recommended holding speeds for
2500
commercial jet aircraft, at typical top-of-descent weights, are between 210 KIAS and 250 KIAS. The recommended
speeds are strongly affected 2000
by aircraft weight, but vary little with altitude. Figure 9 shows the estimated fuel flow
predicted by BADA for a Boeing
1500 737-800 (59,800 kg, ISA, FLAPS UP) for a series of delay absorbing airspeed
profiles. Those speed profiles range from the nominal cruise speed profile (fastest) to the recommended holding
1000
speed profile (slowest). These
curves suggest
three simple principles in the choice of speed and altitude:
BADA prediction without adjustments
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The underlying insight is that the airspeed profile becomes more important to fuel efficiency than the altitude profile
Figure 8(b).
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V. Results
Potential fuel savings, for uncongested (i.e., distance-constrained) and congested (i.e., time-constrained)
operations, for every flight in every traffic sample were calculated. Estimates, with and without fuel flow
corrections, were calculated to quantify the effects of the fuel model adjustments. In addition, potential fuel savings
were estimated for various initiation and termination altitudes in order to understand the benefits of different
continuous descent scenarios. In order to better understand the nature of today’s terminal operations, the vertical
inefficiencies for each flight, in terms of the length of level flight segments flown below 17,000 feet MSL and the
associated fuel savings, was calculated. This section will discuss those results in detail.
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1. Variability of potential fuel savings between flights and between days
Prior studies have reported the benefits of continuous descents as average fuel savings per flight and total fuel
savings. However, these simple statistical measures do not adequately describe the benefits of continuous descents
for the typical flight.
The variability between flights of the potential fuel savings was calculated in order to understand how the
diversity of the traffic sample affected the results. Analysis of the potential fuel savings per flight, for the distanceconstrained scenario, shows that its statistical distributions for each airport exhibit long tails. In general, the mean
fuel savings per flight is 20-80% greater than the median fuel savings for the same traffic sample. One cause of the
disparity between the mean and median values is that fuel flow rates vary by aircraft type. For example, fuel flow
rates for aircraft of the super-heavy and heavy weight-classes are 2-4 times larger than those of aircraft of the large
weight-class, and more than eight times larger than those of regional and business jets. Thus, whereas aircraft of the
super-heavy and heavy weight-class represent approximately 8% of all operations, they account for approximately
22% of the potential fuel savings. Limited analyses suggest that a sample reduced to a single weight-class on the
same arrival route to the same runway exhibits reduced disparity between the mean and median per flight values. In
order to represent the benefit of a continuous descent to the typical flight, the median value, rather than its mean
value, will be reported. Ultimately, the use of either statistic will depend upon whether the purpose is to achieve the
greatest total fuel savings, the most equitable distribution of fuel savings across all flights, or somewhere in
between.
The variability between traffic samples of the potential fuel savings for each airport was also measured in order
to understand how the number of daily traffic samples affected the results. The median fuel savings per flight of an
airport’s daily traffic samples was compared to the median fuel savings of all of its traffic samples combined. The
standard deviation between traffic samples of the median fuel savings per flight was approximately 20%. The
median fuel savings for an airport’s daily traffic samples was generally within ±40% of the median fuel savings for
all of its traffic samples combined. Thus, the potential fuel savings of the airport’s worst day appeared twice as large
as that of its best day. Most airports exhibited similar variability between days. However, the NCT airports (OAK,
SFO and SJC) had almost twice the variability between days as the other airports had. It is not known whether this
variability is caused by different airspace and airport configurations, or simply by the day-to-day differences of
operations for the same airspace and airport configuration.
2. Comparisons of potential fuel savings for different fuel flow model adjustments
Comparisons of the median fuel savings for the different fuel model adjustments were made for each airport. The
median fuel savings per flight was calculated for the distance-constrained trajectories for all of the traffic samples
using the full continuous descent scenario that eliminated all level segments below cruise.
Figure 10 shows a comparison of the median fuel savings per flight for the different fuel model adjustments. The
blue portions of the columns show the potential fuel savings predicted by the original BADA fuel flow model with
no adjustments. The red portions of the columns show the effect of the cruise fuel flow rate correction. The green
portions show the effect of reducing the nominal cruise speed in terminal airspace. And, finally, the purple portions
show the effect of modeling aircraft configurations using flaps at low altitudes. In general, the median fuel savings
per flight is doubled by application of the model adjustments described in Sec. IV-C. The correction of the cruise
fuel flow rate accounted for 50-75% of the increase. The reduction of the nominal cruise speed increased the median
fuel savings per flight by a modest 5-15% depending on the airport. Finally, the modeling of the FLAPS 1 and
FLAPS 5 aircraft configurations accounted for a further increase of 15-25%.
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Effect
of fuel flow model adjustments on median fuel savings
Effect of continuous descent scenario on predicted median fuel savings per flight
per flight by airport.
The original BADA fuel flow model does not predict the effects of level flight at lower altitudes with sufficient
accuracy. The sensitivity of the potential fuel savings to the fuel flow model is shown to be significant; whereas the
increase in fuel flow rate per unit time at all altitudes did not exceed 50%, the potential fuel savings per flight was
doubled for most airports. By contrast, the relative ranking of the airports by their potential fuel savings was not
significantly affected by the adjustments.
3. Comparison of potential fuel savings for full and partial continuous descents
Comparisons of the median fuel savings for various full and partial continuous descent scenarios were made for
each airport. The median fuel savings per flight was calculated for the distance-constrained trajectories of all traffic
samples using the adjusted fuel flow model. Figure 11 shows the results for the full continuous descent scenarios
that replaced level segments below the different key altitudes with level segments in cruise. The colored portions of
the columns show the amount of savings associated with level segments in different altitude ranges. The colorcoding scheme was as follows: blue for terminal airspace, red for transition airspace, green for en route low sectors
and purple for en route high sectors. The terminal, transition, low en route and high en route level segments account
for 62, 20, 8 and 10% of the potential fuel savings, respectively. The results for DEN match the findings of Ref. 13.
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The distributions shown175for the different airports exhibit markedly different behaviors. For example, level
segments in terminal airspace account for more than 80% of the potential fuel savings at DAL, MDW, and OAK.
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Much of this level distance is a result of delay absorption in the TRACON and procedural separation from aircraft to
the nearby dominant airport (i.e., DFW, ORD, and SFO). Elimination of these level segments would require
improved scheduling, as well as airspace redesign. Meanwhile, ATL, DFW, ORD and SFO have similar shares of
potential fuel savings for level segments in both terminal and transition airspace. At these airports, long level
segments upon entry into the TRACON account for more than 33% of the potential fuel savings. Elimination of
these level segments might be possible by changing existing arrival procedures to raise the arrival meter fix’s
crossing altitude.
The results for the partial continuous descent scenarios, whose level segments were replaced with level segments
at the key altitudes instead of the cruise altitude, showed approximately half of the savings as the full continuous
descent scenarios. For example, the scenario replacing all level segments in terminal airspace with level segments at
11,000 feet MSL instead of cruise altitude showed 55% less potential fuel savings. While this benefit reduction is
substantial, it does indicate that partial continuous descent scenarios (i.e., ones that initiate the continuous descent
from higher intermediate altitudes instead of from cruise altitude) should be investigated as an alternative if a costly
airspace redesign or infrastructure improvements must be avoided.
4. Comparison of potential fuel savings for distance-constrained and time-constrained trajectories
Level segments after descent from cruise altitude are associated with a time penalty, as well as a fuel penalty.
Elimination of the level segments at intermediate altitudes decreases the flight time from top-of-descent to landing,
because flights are able to maintain faster speeds at the higher altitudes. The median time savings per flight was
calculated for the distance-constrained trajectories of all traffic samples using the adjusted fuel flow model. The
result was a median flight time savings of approximately two minutes. The 25th percentile and 75th percentile values
were approximately one minute and three minutes, respectively.
Figure 12 shows the effect of the time-to-fly constraint on the median fuel savings per flight for each airport. The
blue columns show the fuel savings associated with the elimination of all level segments below cruise. The red
columns show the fuel savings of the same scenario when the time constraint is enforced in the manner described
above. The estimated fuel savings per flight for the time-constrained trajectories were 70-85% less than the
estimated fuel savings per flight for the distance-constrained trajectories.
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As stated previously, these results represent a worst-case scenario, because they do not allow the delay to be
absorbed using descent speed reductions. As described in Sec. IV-C, air traffic controllers would reduce cruise and
descent speed to absorb some50fraction of the required delay. Slower descent speeds would result in different, yet still
near idle, descent profiles, and would not result in a reduction of the potential fuel savings. However, as shown in
Fig. 9, the fuel flow rate per40unit time exhibits only a small variation with altitude for level flight at similar speeds
and aircraft configurations. As a result, any necessary constant-time level segments will be only slightly more fuel
efficient at cruise altitude than
30 at lower altitudes. Therefore, the effect of the time constraint is significant. It shows
that the potential fuel savings must necessarily be reduced once delay needs to be absorbed in the form of level
segments. These results will appear counterintuitive if only the variation with altitude of the fuel flow rate per unit
20
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distance is considered because the former variation is substantial. The reduction of the fuel savings would be most
200
severe when the delay required
to be absorbed is the greatest.
Distance-Constrained

Time-Constrained

Median Fuel Savings Per Flight, kg

5. Characterization of175
vertical inefficiencies across multiple airports
The rest of the paper will focus on analyses of the level segments in transition and terminal airspace (i.e., below
150
17,000 feet MSL). These level segments accounted for approximately 80% of the estimated fuel savings. The
results, when reported for125
all airports, have been adjusted to account for the different numbers of traffic samples
analyzed for each airport.
100
Figure 13 shows the median
level distance below 17,000 feet MSL per flight for each airport. The bars indicate
the 25th percentile (shorter) and 75th percentile (longer) distances. Typically, flights flew level below 17,000 feet
75
MSL for 20-30 nmi. The level
distance was less than 25 nmi for 52% of the flights, but it was more than 55 nmi for
8% of the flights. Again, the probability distribution of the level distance per flight exhibits a long tail, and varies
50
significantly by airport. The median level distance was the greatest for the C90 and N90 airports; it was the least for
the NCT and SCT airports.
25 For example, only 16% of SFO flights had level distances below 17,000 feet MSL
greater than 30 nmi, whereas 58% of ORD flights did. These results show, in particular, that extrapolation of
0
seemingly comparable airports
on the basis of simple characteristics (e.g., number of operations, perceived
complexity, etc.) does not capture the uniqueness of each airport’s operations. A similarity between the airports,
however, was that the difference between the 25th percentile and 75th percentile values was nearly uniform.
Figure 12. Comparison of median fuel savings per flight for distance-constrained and timeconstrained trajectories
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Figure 13. Median level distance flown below FL170 per flight by airport
by airport.
Additional analyses showed that the median level distance below 17,000 feet MSL increased by approximately
5-15 nmi between low traffic demand (fewer than 16 arrivals per runway per hour) and high traffic demand (more
than 32 arrivals per runway per hour). For some airports, the level distance variation between moderate and high
traffic demand did not exhibit a strong trend. In particular, most of the level distance increase occurred between low
and moderate traffic demand for ATL, DFW, EWR, MDW, and ORD. These results suggest that some controllers
use much of their available path stretch options even for moderate traffic demand. Thus, extrapolation of potential
fuel savings from moderate traffic demand (for which field trials of continuous descent procedures do exist) to high
traffic demand by scaling level distance would likely overestimate the potential benefit.
The adjusted fuel flow model was used to estimate the potential fuel savings associated with the level segments
characterized in the preceding paragraphs. Figure 14 shows the median fuel savings per flight for each airport.
Again, the bars indicate the 25th percentile (lower) and 75th percentile (higher) savings. For comparison with Fig. 13,
the airports are ordered by median level distance per flight. Across airports, there is little correlation between the
level distance per flight and the fuel savings per flight. The relationship of potential fuel savings to level distance is
a complex combination of the flight’s aircraft type and the altitude of the level segment in relation to the flight’s
cruise altitude. Airports with large fractions of heavy aircraft, like JFK, will naturally have higher fuel savings for
shorter level distances. Meanwhile, airports with smaller fractions of heavy aircraft, like LGA, will have more
moderate fuel savings for longer level distances.
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14. Median fuel savings associated with level segments flown
Figure 14. Median potential fuel savings associated with level segments flown below FL170 per flight
below 17,000 feet MSL per flightbybyairport
airport.
In general, the estimated fuel savings per flight is quite modest. The estimated fuel savings per flight was less
than 100 kg for more than 87% of the flights. In fact, the estimated fuel savings per flight was less than 25 kg for
more than 45% of flights. The 13% of the flights with the greatest savings accounted for 37% of the estimated fuel
savings.
The potential fuel savings for the N90 airports (EWR, JFK and LGA) and PCT airports (BWI, DCA and IAD)
were likely underestimated by 10-20% with respect to the other airports. The combination of en route flow
constraints and close proximity to ARTCC boundaries caused the apparent cruise altitude of many flights to these
airports to appear low (i.e., below FL240). Coordination of continuous descents through adjacent facilities and
consideration of each flight’s desired cruise altitude could increase the potential savings. However, determination of
a more precise estimate would need to consider the flight’s stage length, since these airports also have many veryshort-haul commuter flights.

VI. Discussion
As described earlier, the variability between flights and between days of the potential fuel savings, as well as the
small sample sizes of previous studies, make detailed cross-study comparisons difficult. Comparisons of simple
statistical measures suggest that the results of this study are consistent with the estimated fuel savings reported in
previous work. The previous studies that analyzed traffic samples for individual airports (Ref. 12 through 15)
estimated the average fuel savings per flight to be between 54 and 157 kg for full continuous descents from cruise
altitude. The average fuel savings per flight estimated by this study was 98 kg (see Fig. 14). Ref. 6 predicted that a
Boeing 777-200 aircraft would save approximately 110, 160, and 1462 kg of fuel during periods of low, moderate
and high congestion, respectively. The average fuel savings per Boeing 777-200 flight estimated by this study, for
all traffic demand levels, was 263 kg.
For all flights in the traffic samples studied, using the distance-constrained trajectories, the potential fuel savings
associated with the level segments below 17,000 feet MSL was estimated to be 3% of their total fuel consumption.
Other studies have found similar benefits as a proportion of the total fuel consumption.15 These studies have also
scaled the fuel savings per flight to the entire NAS. Invariably, the potential NAS-wide yearly fuel savings for
routine continuous descent operations is large. However, a discussion of the impact of these aggregate benefits, in
the context of their effect on the flying public and their associated implementation costs, is important.
First, the expected fuel savings per flight is not likely to reduce the cost of flying for the passengers. One gallon
of jet fuel weighs approximately 3.1 kg (6.84 lb), and at recent fuel prices, costs approximately $2.20 USD. Thus, a
150 kg (331 lb) fuel savings for a typical single-aisle, narrow-body jet aircraft would be approximately $1 per
passenger. Furthermore, the fuel savings of the level segments below 17,000 feet MSL account for less than 1% of
the total fuel consumption for the 45% of flights whose savings was predicted to be less than 25 kg. Second, the
infrastructure improvements needed to conduct continuous descents during periods of high traffic demand are
significant. All forms of continuous descents require the development of new arrival procedures, and likely the
redesign of existing airspace. Furthermore, they have an implicit assumption that improved scheduling capabilities
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on the ground limit the amount of unexpected delay absorption needed past the initial top-of-descent. The costs of
these improvements will be significant in order to realize the full benefits of continuous descents. Finally,
redesigned procedures and better scheduling, by themselves, will eliminate some of the level distance flown after
initial top-of-descent, and thus achieve some of the improvements often associated specifically with full continuous
descents.

VII. Conclusions
The potential fuel savings of continuous descents was estimated for more than 480,000 arrival flights for 25
major airports at eight busy TRACONs in the NAS. Between thirty and sixty days were analyzed for each airport.
Baseline trajectories were constructed from recorded flight plan and track data, and their level segments were
identified using a set of pattern-matching heuristics. One set of continuous descent trajectories was calculated by
moving level segments to higher altitudes while enforcing a constant distance-to-fly constraint to simulate
uncongested operations. Another set of continuous descent trajectories was calculated by moving level segments to
higher altitudes while enforcing a constant time-to-fly constraint to simulate congested operations. BADA was used
to estimate the fuel and flight time savings associated with changes to the vertical profiles of the baseline
trajectories. The results of these analyses were reported for each airport in terms of probability distributions and the
sensitivity of these distributions for different aircraft weight-classes, traffic demand levels, and continuous descent
scenarios. Four broad conclusions are supported by these analyses.
First, the estimated fuel savings are found to be sensitive to the size (e.g., number of days, flights, etc.) and
diversity (e.g., proportion of different weight-classes, arrival routes, etc.) of the traffic samples analyzed. The
potential fuel savings of an airport’s worst day appeared twice as large as that of its best day. The variability
between flights of the potential fuel savings illustrates that simple statistical measures (i.e., mean and total fuel
savings) do not adequately describe the fuel savings of continuous descents for the typical flight. In particular,
aircraft of the super-heavy and heavy weight-classes were approximately 8% of the total operations, but they were
approximately 22% of the predicted fuel savings.
Second, the estimated fuel savings are significantly affected by the choice of fuel flow model and continuous
descent scenario. Relatively small adjustments to the BADA fuel flow predictions had substantial impact on the
predicted fuel savings. Whereas the adjustments increased the estimated fuel flow rate less than 50%, the predicted
fuel savings, in response to these adjustments, was doubled for most airports. The adjustment associated with the use
of flaps indicates that detailed consideration of the aircraft configuration is needed to accurately estimate potential
benefits. It also indicates that speed profiles that ensure FLAPS UP operations, regardless of vertical profile, will
have considerable fuel savings. As expected, the potential fuel savings is greatest for the elimination of level
segments at the lowest altitudes. Level segments in the terminal, transition, low en route and high en route airspace
account for 62, 20, 8 and 10% of the potential fuel savings, respectively. However, different airports exhibit
markedly different distributions. Thus, extrapolation of the estimated fuel savings of one airport to other seemingly
comparable airports, on the basis of simple characteristics (e.g., number of operations, perceived complexity, etc.),
will not capture the uniqueness of each airport’s operations, or hence its potential fuel savings.
Third, the typical flight’s estimated fuel savings associated with eliminating level segments below 17,000 feet
MSL was modest. The duration of these level segments was less than 25 nmi for 52% of the flights. Also, the level
distance showed considerable variation between airports; only 16% of SFO flights had level distances greater than
30 nmi, while 58% of ORD flights did. Elimination of these level segments accounted for approximately 80% of the
fuel savings estimated for full continuous descents from cruise. Furthermore, the estimated fuel savings was not
distributed evenly among flights. It was less than 25 kg for more than 45% of flights, and less than 100 kg for more
than 87% of the flights. As a result, 13% of the flights accounted for 37% of the total fuel savings.
Lastly, the estimated fuel savings were not found to scale with traffic demand, and they showed diminished
returns when delay needed to be absorbed in the form of level segments. The median level distance below 17,000
feet MSL increased by approximately 10 nmi between low and high traffic demand conditions. However, it did not
show a strong trend between moderate and high traffic demand conditions for some airports. Enforcement of the
time constraint on the continuous descent trajectories reduced estimated fuel savings by up to 70-85%. The
reduction of potential benefits would be most severe when the delay required to be absorbed was the greatest.
Finally, continuous descents have demonstrable fuel savings, especially when executed during periods of low to
moderate traffic demand. Many studies have consistently indicated that the potential fuel savings per flight is
between 50 and 150 kg. However, the magnitude of these benefits, and their importance, depends upon the context
in which they are described. For example, the fuel savings associated with continuous descents, as a fraction of total
fuel consumption, was estimated to be approximately 3%. This fuel savings equates to less than $1 USD per
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passenger for a typical single-aisle, narrow-body jet aircraft. Ultimately, the NAS improvements needed to conduct
continuous descents during periods of high traffic demand will incur substantial costs to develop advanced ground
automation, create new arrival procedures, and redesign existing airspace structures. Therefore, the prioritization of
these improvements must rely upon an analysis of a sufficient sample of operations that is representative of many
days, aircraft types, and traffic demand levels. This prioritization must use detailed models of aircraft configuration,
airspeed profiles and fuel flow, and must consider alternate continuous descent scenarios that do not eliminate all
level segments.
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